UNIT 15 CREATION SPACE
0117 941 3857 info@invisiblecircus.co.uk

" Unit 15 is an invaluable resource for making
shows not only in the South West but Nationally.
It is one of the few creation spaces where we can
really make ambitious outdoor shows."
Billy Alwen, Artist Director Cirque Bijou

“
“The Invisible Circus have turned their space into a
very well organised and inspiring environment to
create work in. Practically it's great to have access to
the kitchen, the warm up room and the mezzanine.
From a rigging point of view it's one of the best and
most versatile spaces in the country. really make
ambitious outdoor shows."
Shaena Brandel, Co-Producer & Co-Director .
Pirates of the Carabina



5,941sqft (552sqm) warehouse unit,
single span area, no supporting
pillars



Apex height 8.5m



Eaves 7.72m high



18.68m x 15.89m



Rigging points throughout



5.0m Electric roller shutter doors
manually operated



Smaller 6m x 4.7m Warm up room



Mezzanine lounge with Wi-Fi connection



Marley Dance Floor



Three phase power at 63amps with
various distribution points throughout



Access to additional technical
equipment (lighting/sound/rigging) and
experienced technical staff



On site parking



Full kitchen, two toilets, one with
shower



55kw forced air heating

UNIT 3 CREATION SPACE
0117 941 3857 /info@invisiblecircus.co.uk

“The Invisible Circus have created a brilliant space
which we have used extensively . The facilities
there are fantastic and the team are helpful,
knowledgeable and practical. What a great
resource. It’s our favourite rehearsal facility. We
could not find a better place in the South West.”
Ceri Wade, Production Manager Arcadia



71.37m²- warehouse unit, single span
area, no supporting pillars.
Dimensions: 12.2×5.85 meters



6.7m Apex height



Eaves 5.2m high



Rigging points throughout



5.3m Electric roller shutter doors
manually operated



Overhead natural and electric lighting
and outdoor security lighting



Three phase power at 32amps with
various distribution points



Highly usable for photography studio



Three phase power at 63amps with
various distribution points throughout



Access to additional technical
equipment (lighting/sound/rigging) and
experienced technical staff



On site parking



Basic kitchen, 1 toilets, with access
to one with shower (in unit 15).



15kw electric heating.

